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Fingering 
  

1. Automatic positioning of fingering numbers 
  

An example with three scores: 
Score 1: How MuseScore automatically positions the fingering 
Score 2: What I want to get (green marker) 
Score 3: Alternative (blue marker), but IMO much less readable than score 2. 
  

 
  
Problem 1: (yellow marker): At the beginning and end of the slurs, the fingering number are 
positioned too low. 
Problem 2: (yellow and pink marker): The fingering numbers are positioned between the slurs 
Problem 3: (pink marker): The Fingering numbers in the middle of the slur are positioned below 
the (outer) slur, not above. 
  
Suggestion: Automatic position fingering symbols above the slurs 

  

2. Manual positioning of fingering numbers 
  

To position the fingering symbols above the slurs, the only constantly reliable solution for me is 
to turn off automatic positioning. But then the fingering numbers drop to same vertical 
position as the note itself and moves to the left (see yellow marker in the picture below) 
  

 
Two scores: Score one with automatic positioning, score two with automatic positioning turned 
off for the two middle notes (yellow marker) 

  
Interestingly, the thumb symbol does not alter position when the automatic positioning is 
turned off. 
  
Problem 1: The fingering numbers must be moved to the right with a specific X-Offset (in my 
case 0.59 sp) to match the horizontal positioning of the other fingering symbols. Entering this 
offset manually for every single fingering number is very tedious. 
Problem 2: The Fingerings must manually be moved vertically to the right position. 
  
Suggestion: When the automatic positioning is turned off for fingering numbers, they stay 
where they are. 



 The thumb symbol 
  

3. Thumb symbol automatic positioning 
  

Problem: Automatically, the thumb symbol is generally positioned too far above the note (mostly 
between 1.3 to 1.8 sp in my case). 
  
Suggestion: Thumb symbol positioning should be like any other fingering. In general, the thumb 
symbol should behave just like any other fingering symbol.  

  

 
  

4. Thumb character typography (minor problem) 
  

The thumb symbol does not match the typography of the other fingering numbers. 
Here an illustration from an old sheet (not produced with MuseScore!) where the thumb-symbol 
matches the fingering symbols better: 

  

 
  

Suggestion: Align the thumb character typography with the other fingering characters. 
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